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Club Mission
The mission of a Toastmasters club is to provide a mutually
supportive and a positive learning environment in which every
individual member has the opportunity to develop oral
communication and leadership skills, which in turn foster personal
growth and self confidence
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From the Editor’s Desk
Hello Toastmasters!! It is an immense pleasure
making ths newsletter. Though it was very hard to follow
up members for the articles, eventually members
responded with articles in spite of their busy schedule. I
personally learnt many things recently in Toastmasters
including being an editor. I would like to thank TM Syed
Zakwan for giving me this opportunity and also my coeditor TM Sakshi , without her this newsletter wouldn’t
have been possible.

Thank you,
With Regards,
A.N.Mohamed Irfan

Hello Dear Toastmasters! I thank TM Syed for giving us
the opportunity to be the Editors for this edition; my coeditor TM Irfan and all the members who have
contributed for this edition of Speakers Digest. I also
thank TM Anuj for extending his support to us. Being the
newsletter editor has made me unfold a new learning.
Through the newsletter, we have tried bringing out the
silver lining moments of few of our members. I am sure it
will interest you as much as it has interested us. Happy
Reading 
TM Sakshi Jain
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The President’s Address
Hi Friends,

It gives me a great pleasure to connect with you here, in
this wonderful platform of words and wisdom. As I am
penning down this section, I can’t help but recall the
good old days when Jananee, Aarthi and I were
brainstorming the name and contents for the first
newsletter of Chennai Speakers Forum, back in October
2011. In a month’s time when we worked to bring out
the first edition of Speakers Digest, we understood one
thing-“What you can get from a Toastmasters club is
directly proportional to what you can contribute to it.”
That’s right- The best way to become a great leader is by starting to behave like one. There
are ample opportunities in a Toastmasters club to hone your leadership skills. And once
you start with interest and determination, I am sure you will always find a set of people
supporting you. That is the beauty of this place and I have witnessed it in every effort of
mine. CSF has stood as an epitomic club that encourages members to come forward with
creative ideas and provides a platform to implement them. It is this undying spirit of CSF
that keeps the club youthful and dynamic.
This brings me to an important point that, even the current Executive committee of CSF, is
totally young to Toastmasters (yes, please ignore me here ). And over the past few
meetings, each of you have supported us- despite the change in venue and changes going in
our website. Your support has really been a Ladder to reach the Leader in us, Thank you 
It’s almost the middle of the term. We started at a Milestone of 175 quality meetings and
obviously, we can only get better. We have got an awesome team that is going to represent
our club in Area contests. We are growing big with the addition of new members and some
of our old members who have joined us back. But, let us believe- The best is yet to come 
Cheers,
Abhilash Annadurai
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If it is not well, it is not the end!! –
TM Kannan

AUGUST 2014
My final year in college had a fantastic start. I cleared
all the rounds in my first interview and I got placed in
the very first software company. My college had a rule
that if a person who got placed in one company cannot
appear for the next. Though I am from mechanical
engineering, I was one among the 400 who got placed
from my college in that prestigious company and was
left with no other options. So I had to rely on my only
offer that was in my hands.

FEBRUARY 2015
I have always felt an urge to do something adventurous and something not monotonous. I
sought suggestions from every person I met. I was suggested to take up higher studies by
my parents and college mates, government exams by my teachers and few asked me to take
up the job that is my hands and don’t think about anything else. I pestered even my
toastmaster friends for suggestions. Our very own DTM Rajeev Nambiar suggested me to
concentrate on defense exams. I wrote two exams for the defense, one in December 2014,
and in February 2015.
I dint know which door to knock, so I knocked every door I found.
MAY 2015
The IT Company, in which I was placed, is known for its mass recruiting and had further
more ways of short listing the students. After my final exams, I had to take a set of online
exams and in which only the toppers will be selected. My friends and I took the tests
during the month of May. The test was not very difficult, but I dint have the interest to do
it. How much ever I concentrated, I dint like the subject as it was strange to me.
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The company hires on the basis of 2 year bond. The results came and I was asked to join
during the month of August. I was not very happy because, I felt that job was not my
passion. In the meantime I tried for several other companies whose results were not as
expected. I was extremely confused about my career as every time I tried for a job, I found
my passion didn’t lie there.
After a number of unsuccessful attempts, I felt I can’t swim against the current, let me try
and survive it. I felt my career is going to start in a way that I cannot change.
JUNE 2015
While I was so confused about my career, I got an interview call from the INDIAN ARMY
as a result of clearing an exam I have written before for the defense services. I dint know
what to prepare, and thought I will just give it a try. That was a 5 days interview in which
772 people appeared in the selection center, Bangalore. The age limit was from 21 to 27
and I was one among the youngest who has appeared for the interview.
The day I started for the interview, the result of my other Defense exam came and I have
cleared that too. I felt, let this be an experience and if I don’t get in this, I shall try in the
next.
THE INTERVIEW
It was my first time and I had no clue about the interview process. It was one of the most
difficult and interesting interview processes of the Indian government which is second to
none. Most of the candidates were appearing for it the 5th or 6th time and some 16th time.
Everybody was discussing their previous experiences, their preparations while I simply sat
there watching around. On hearing these, I was seriously scared and I had no hopes of
clearing it. But, I also felt, that this job is challenging enough to fulfill my dreams and do
something for the country.
There were few rounds of short listing and to my surprise I cleared those rounds.
I was one of the final 35 candidates who will be undergoing the last 4 days interview
process. The candidates clearing that will be sent for medical tests and once they have
cleared it, they will start their officer training in next three months. Though I knew that was
beyond my wildest dreams, I felt, it is an experience, I shall give my best. Anyways, I can
come back and try again next time.
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Those 4 days I had an excellent experience with my roommates who were all working
professionals. They shared their life experiences and their deep desire to serve the nation
for which they have appeared. Though we were from different part of the country, we had
a great time, playing together, chatting and even went for a movie.
The final result was announced and 4 candidates were selected out of the 35 and I was one
among them. That was a very big surprise for me and it dint end there. I cleared all those
medical tests and I am waiting for my training which commences on October 1, 2015.
All ends well in the end. If it is not well it is not the end. I personally believe, if we try for
everything, we would surely land up somewhere where our interests lie. So let us keep
trying every chance we get, and when we feel that, we are lost and in darkness, let us
recall, of course, every cloud does have a silver lining!

Stepping Stone
-TM Aishwarya

We should not get so much frustrated when we are in sorrow. Every problem has its own
solution. All problems are temporary; they are not
permanent if we think positively towards our problems
we can easily overcome them.
The biggest solution in this world is "Time" as we all
know time is the best medicine
Therefore, we need
to just control these bad moments and keep calm
because there is always a better way that exists to do it
better.
We shoulder consider failures as stepping stone to
success and keep trying through our hard work and one
day we will get success.
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Did you catch the right train?
– TM Nandith

I was holding the envelope in my hand. I was skeptical as
I opened it. It was very rare that I got a letter addressed to
me.
The letter congratulated on my performance in an exam
and asked me to come on an expenses paid trip to Kolkata
for a felicitation. After deliberation, I decided that it
would be better to go with family. Almost a football team
accompanied me!
After we reached Kolkata, we visited the major tourist
attractions. The dawn drew down. The car driver told us
that there was a subway with automatic doors and my
young cousins totally bought the idea. They cajoled everyone for a one stop metro ride. We
bought
the
tickets
and
were
walking
down
the
steps.
Suddenly, a train rushed on to the platform.
Without further thought, I shepherded everyone onto the train successfully. The door
closed. Few minutes, after the train moved, I asked the guy beside me, when the particular
station would come. Much to my aghast, he answered that we were going in the opposite
direction. As soon as everyone deciphered this fact, they were tensed and concerned.
Everyone anxiously barged their way out to get down at the next stop.
After regaining composure, we boarded the train in the opposite direction in staunch
silence. After 2 stops, we finally made it to the designated station and found the driver.
Each one was a happy sailor who reached shore after a ship wreck.
The invaluable learning this episode gave me can be summed up in 3 points:
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1. What most of the people do may not always right: Many were boarding the same
train. Boarding that train would possibly take them to their destination. However,
boarding that particular train was not a good choice for me. Stop being a sheep and
meekly following and doing what most of the people do.

2. Ask yourself if this is the right train: We could have averted this incident by
making sure the train we were boarding is right. When taking a decision in life,
ask whether this train, will take you where you want to go. Taking the right train
is as good as reaching the destination.

3. You might alight and board the right train: If you think or notice you’ve
boarded the wrong train you might always get down at the next stop and take the
right train back. Life sometimes gives us opportunities to reclaim what we’ve
lost; to rectify what we have done; to live a better life. Seize it. If life doesn’t, try
to create your own avenues. But never give up.
We all boarded the train of Toastmasters. I’m sure it will take us where we want to go and
by the time you get off the train, you are never the old you.
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Glimpses of 175th Milestone
Meeting
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Food for thought
What makes us tick is what I sought
let's make a dish some food for thought
I fired up my mind hive looking for ideas to splice
to cook up some thoughts with a knife, sharp and hot
if our mind was a gourmand what would he consume
to have a healthy life I attempted to presume
His favorite dish would be tat piques him, unique
one that pushes him onto expand his horizon
he would drink and guzzle some amazing puzzles
some with a lemon on top others better than soda pop
he would try out a new dish one he would later wish
he had never laid his eyes on but learning, move on
at the end of the day it’s all about the taste
while some tastes linger on reminding you of things gone
others are yet to be explored things not to be ignored
we live to eat or eat to live we live to give
or give to live happy, sad, glad or
distraught all are some food for thought.
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ECO FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
An encouraging article shared by DTM Rajeev Nambiar that calls for participation in
creating Ecofriendly environment.
Eco friendly simply means being friendly to nature. Earth is the only planet where human
beings can exist. We need to be ecofriendly to save our planet Earth and environment as
well as making it a better place to live in. Million tons of waste is produced in the world
every day. If not much we can make little efforts to help planet Earth. A person being
ecofriendly not only helps his surrounding to be less harmful, but also helps the fellow
human beings and the animals around him. It is the act of living with intent. The intent is
focused on not creating harm to environment, and to prevent as much harm from occurring
to the environment through your interactions with it. It goes beyond an idea and extends to
actual practices that influence how communities, businesses and individuals conduct
themselves. Being eco-friendly goes far beyond just turning off lights when you leave the
room or separating your garbage for recycling – it is about changing the purpose of how
you live. In respect of our beloved former President Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, 1000 saplings
were planted in various regions of Tamil Nadu. Eco-friendly products promote green
living that helps to conserve energy and also prevent air, water and noise pollution. They
prove to be boon for the environment and also prevent human health from deterioration.
One should know the importance of being nature friendly. To be very precise, being earth
friendly or ecofriendly has become a necessity that everybody should take part in. There
are more and more community gardens, swap meets and farmer’s markets that make it
easier for an entire community to actively participate in eco-friendly activities. Being
ecofriendly doesn’t require a moment or occasion but all that needed is your participation.
If your community doesn’t have any of these, you should consider getting them started
“IF

YOU

START
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TODAY

YOU

WILL

HAVE

A

BETTER TOMORROW”
Ms. REJU ROY
IV YEAR-EEE DEPARTMENT
AVS ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Salem
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The Silver lining moments

TM Abhilash – who is a member since
January 2010 and enjoys following
marketing trends says

Long back, I was going to Airport to send off
my friend at 2 AM. Suddenly the bike engine
got jammed and it stopped right at the top of
Kathipara Bridge. That was about 15 kms
away from my house. Luckily, I had some
friends who were staying nearby and they
came forward to help. That's when I realized
how helpful one's connections can be.

It is a very recent one :) Around two
weeks back TM Vignesh conducted a
very challenging table topic session. I
was given the task of protecting my life
, from a person who is pointing a gun at
me .I had to convince the person by
forming a story around the words put
forth by TM Vignesh. Facing the
session with the amount of confidence
which I usually don't have, was my
silver lining moment.
Chennai Speakers Forum

I came as a guest to CSF at 2012 and I
used to speak at table topics every
meeting. I was fascinated by the best TT
speaker ribbon and I as a guest wanted to
achieve it one day. I began practicing for
it by attending classroom sessions of CSF
and also in my past time. After about 3
weeks, one meeting I was selected as the
best TT speaker.
Star speakers
congratulated me and that moment was
my silver lining moment. It made me
believe that hard work and commitment
always pays of in the end.

TM Rajesh Vel Pandian– who is a
member since April 2013 and enjoys
reading books and writing speeches
for toastmasters says

TM Sai Shruthi– who is a
member since April 2015 and
likes to play badminton and
listen to music, shares
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MY ICE BREAKER
SPEECH

TM Rohit Jhunjhunwala- who is
a member since Jan 2011 and
enjoys Reading, Blogging, Poetry
(he just published his first e-book
of poetry!!), travelling, cuisines,
baking, shares

I cannot recollect a single incident offhand, however my general philosophy is
that what doesn't kill you makes you
stronger. Hence, I try everything and
even if I fail at it, I gain the experience
from it.
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TM Vivekanandan B- who is a
member since Jan 2011 and
enjoys reading anything he sees
also loves watching movies and
playing with his kids, shares

I was working in Vellore institute of
technology as a system engineer and had
configured a Microsoft exchange mail
infrastructure for complete collage.it was
successful
implementation
and
was
happy.one of my friends informed me that
there are lot of opportunities for the
exchange mail technology and that gave me
a silver lining which helped me to join
Wipro technologies and from there it was no
looking back.

TM Abrar Ahmed –who is a
member past 1 Year 6 months ,
as he gets less sleeping time he
enjoys sleeping and whatsapp
chatting, says
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DTM SaroVelrajan-who is a
member for the past 9 years and
his favorite past time is the time
that he spent with his daughter
during her toddler days, shares
with us his Silver lining moment

The moment I dreaded was the first
time I stepped up on to the stage.
Thankfully looking back that was the
best decision I made.

TM Anuj Babu - who is a
member since Feb 2015 and
enjoys reading books and
playing piano, says
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I lost my job interview in my dream
company - Wipro Technologies, during my
college days. I was heavily disappointed,
because most of my friends got placed in
Wipro, while I wasn't. However, I felt that
something better is in store for me. Later on,
I landed up in a job at HCL Technologies.
HCL has setup an office near my home and I
got placed there. When every friend of mine
had to stay away from family during work...
I got the luxury of staying at home and in
fact,walking to my office. The job at HCL
propelled a dramatic growth of my career
and also resulted in great financial success.

TM Rajesh Natarajan-who is a
member for 6.5 years and enjoys
music, long drives and beaches,
says

My silver lining moment is before and
after toastmasters, before toastmasters I
had a big stage fear but after toastmaster
the stage fears me.
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ENJOYMENT AT CHENNAI SPEAKERS
FORUM AND JOURNEY IN
TOASTMASTERS
TM GouthamVarma I am enjoying my time at Chennai Speakers Forum very well.
Table Topics always excites me. That is where one can find
oneself. Have a positive attitude toward that session and the
learning is huge.
Future Plans: “Many people learn a great deal in
Toastmasters and I'm proud and humble stating that I'm just
one among the many to whom Toastmasters has changed
their life. But I'm a little saddened that most of the learning is
undocumented. DTM Saro did and is doing a great job putting his experiences and
learning up on his website. People really need to share what they learn and what they have
learnt out of a situation or a problem clearly to more people. People have to break that shell
and express their learning and experiences more clearly. Your learning can not only teach a
person, it can inspire and motivate scores of people. Should work on spreading this
message”

DTM SaroVelrajan –
CSF is known for its creativity. Every time I visit CSF, I
learn something new from the members.
Future Plans: “I would like to continue to serve
Toastmasters by mentoring members and clubs”
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TM Rajesh Natarajan–
Attending CSF is always special. The club is very
encouraging and helps me learn every week.
Future Plans: “It’s been a while since I did a speech :)
Planning to start doing them”

TM Abrar Ahmed –
Enjoyment at CSF: It is a wonderful learning class to
increase your potential in your job profile. You don't see the
differences immediately but it surely increases your
confidence to be ready to answer to questions with a blank
mind. For the past two months, not able to enjoy the Toast
Master meetings due to professional and personal
commitments.
Future Plans: “Like to complete my ACB, ACS and to
become an expert in Table Topics.”

TM Rohit Jhunjhunwala –
What he likes at CSF: Meeting amazing new people,
youngsters with a lot of passion and elders with so much
experience. Every meeting I attend, I come back filled with
positivity and education. You learn as much as in those 2 hours
as
you
do
in
your
whole
week.
Future Plans: “Planning to make every speech of mine count.
Hence taking the journey slowly but steadily, I plan to
complete my ACB this year, but we shall see about that :).”
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TM Sai Shruthi – I am enjoying my time pretty well.
Being a part of the Ex comm adds to the fun. It’s great
working with this team. Every meeting I have something to
learn :)
Future Plans: “I look forward to being a motivational
speaker.”

TM Rajesh VelPandian – I look forward to every
meeting of CSF. I feel that I am rejuvenated and refreshed
after every CSF meeting. One of the highlights of CSF is that
all the members are young, both in mind and body. The
enthusiasm they have is very infectious. I am also affected by
it and because of it i am able to perform more and more. I
always used to avoid leadership roles but this term due to
many members encouragement and support I took the VPM
role and I am learning a lot from the role. I look forward to
taking more leadership roles and become a better leader.
Future Plans:“Mine and other ex-comm members short term goal is to make the club with
member strength of more than 50 and also make the club more educative and entertaining.
My long term goal is to become a better communicator and leader and as a result achieve
the DTM title.”

TM Vivekanandan –Trying to be on time every Sunday at
CSF amidst several commitments shows his love for the Club
Future Plans:“Be a toastmaster for life-long”
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TM Abhilash Annadurai – I am enjoying every
moment here, especially since I took VP-E role last term.
Trust me if you want to get your money's worth at
Toastmasters, you have to take challenging roles; because
every challenge is an opportunity to grow yourself as a
better leader.
Future Plans: “Personally, I don't have a very long term
plan. I like to work towards growing CSF to a 60 member
club, functioning with quality processes, by the end of this
term. Join me in wishing all the best to myself here “

TM Ramkumar Chandrasekar–
Future Plans:“I have taken sabotage due to my health condition.
I will be joining back by SEP and would like to continue the
journey not just at the receiving end but also at the giving side.
I would be concentrating on competing my CC and CL by end
of this year.”
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The Riddles
 Who is silent in the parliament?
The Letter 'A' is silent in the parliament.
 Why are televisions attracted to people?
It is because people turn them on.
 Picture riddle



Why heat is consider faster than cold
Heat because you catch cold but not heat

 When does an Indian Potato change its nationality?
When it becomes French fires :-)
 If it took twelve men eighteen hours to build a wall, how long would it
take nine men to build it
No time at all- it is already built
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Brain Teasers
 Twins(Adarsh and Anupam) were born in May but their birthday is in
June. How’s this possible?

 Can you solve the math puzzle by replacing the question mark with the
correct number?
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 Count the triangles in picture below;

 Help Mr. K

Answers:
1. May is the name of a place
2. 8
3. 13
4. The letter ‘E’
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CHENNAI SPEAKERS FORUM
Chennai Speakers Forum (CSF) is a Community club functioning
in Chennai as part of the Toastmasters International (TI). The
fundamental objectives of CSF are to develop public speaking
skills in friendly environment and to develop leadership qualities
by providing opportunities to the Members to serve as officers or
by performing various roles during the meeting. A Blend of
Enthusiasm, Commitment, Passion, Zeal, and the Desire to Learn
– join the Gang of the Chennai Speakers to get molded into the
Speaker & Leader YOU want to be.

CSF – EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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TOGETHER WE MAKE A FAMILY
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